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In the midst of the forthcoming
winter weather, us Seniors made our
way towards the Riverbend Retreat
center where our three days of
adventure would soon ensue.
Stopping temporarily for lunch had
rejuvenated our sluggish (yet excited
spirits) as we sang along to our
favorite songs in the Westlake buses.
As city morphed into ceaseless bush,
and as our home whizzed past the
bus windows, we looked onward,
towards the trip many of us had
been looking forward to since the
year began: Senior Retreat 2018.
Upon arrival at the cozy cabins,
we moved our luggage inside,
choosing the beds in which we
would stay for the remainder of the
trip. Soon enough we were back
outside, covered in thick cloth

scarves and stuﬀed jackets. We were
split into groups and assigned
activities that were meant to grow
friendship. The air made anything
we did outside a challenge. However,
the freezing winds of the
overlapping seasons would not deter
the Senior class, rather we pressed
onward, to be later rewarded with
hot chocolate and marshmallows.
We decided inside would be a better
option than outside for the time
being, so many of us sat down to
play cards and board games, and to
chat. Although interrupted by the
well-directed CPR certification
training, our conversations
continued in the mess hall, and later
in our cabins. As the hours passed,
we grew closer, but also more tired.
Our eyes, one by one, became too

heavy to keep open. The first day
had ended.
The dawn of the second day was
somewhat alien, as we awakened not
in our own homes, but near our
classmates. The day before seemed
so diﬀerent to all the others, that it
was hard to believe it was not a
dream. After breakfast, most of us
made the trek through a small area
of the woods that revealed a
paintball field. Eagerly, we took the
helmets and paintball guns into the
field and started an all out war of
colorful pellets. Though the guns
themselves had their issues,
eventually everybody had their turn
on the battlefield. Later, we were
given the opportunity to ride a
zipline, which we hastily accepted. A
leap of (continued on page 4)
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THE COW-MICS

By Maryam Naseer/G11, Staﬀ Writer

There have been a lot of changes regarding Spirit Wear
this year. A few new rules have been put in place, so here is
a comprehensive list of what it is:
1.
Seniors can wear free dress on Fridays.
2. All other classes may wear spirit wear with uniform
bottoms on Fridays.
3. No spirit wear is allowed Monday through
Thursday.
However, there have been a lot of complaints from the
student body in the establishment of these new rules and
their implementation. There have been rumors going
around that the junior year, in particular, will not receive
their senior privileges next year if even one of them refuses
to follow the dress code. While the intended outcome
behind the threat is understandable, is it really eﬀective or
fair? There will always be the few who do not care about the
rest and will condemn them to the fate that they don’t
deserve, as dramatic as that sounds. Perhaps a more
eﬀective method of surveying those who deserve senior
privileges would be to keep an eye on students who break
rules excessively. Surely that isn’t diﬃcult, what with the
fact that there are only about 80 students per grade. It
would be hurtful to punish the students who adhere to the
guidelines at the expense of others.
Furthermore, most articles of clothing in the Spirit Shop
are unnecessarily overpriced and expensive. Especially
those we require for some level of warmth during the colder
months; the wool is itchy and does not provide enough
coverage. On some of the jackets, the only customization
that needs to be done is adding the school logo, and that
too on a fleece jacket that is not only ineﬀective against the
cold even inside school buildings, but also accrues so much
hair on it that no one wants to wear it anyway.
There are also questions about why the school got rid of
jeans for all spirit days with the exception of seniors, who
get free dress. This is because of students abusing the policy
by wearing shorts, leggings, sweatpants, etc., which
somehow forced the school’s hand into abolishing this
privilege. Perhaps if more students were willing to come to
a compromise, instead of disobeying rules outright, and the
school was more willing to understand the incentive for
students to wear their own sweaters and jackets,
particularly during the cold months, we could reach a
compromise.

Above: Turkey Leg By Alex Thidemann/G5, Guest Cartoonist
Below: The Box, Anonymous submission
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IN THE HEART OF JUNIOR HIGH SPORTS
By Sophia Arencibia/G7 & Nithya Mallavarapu/G7, Staﬀ Writers

Westlake Academy is a very well rounded school,
which focuses on both academics and sports. However,
Westlake mainly focuses on JV and Varsity sports, but
what about the underdogs?
Junior High sports does not get the attention it
deserves. We will be focusing on the JH sports, and
team members of these sports teams.
Jacob Page/G7, JH boys’ basketball player, was asked
two questions, “What was your experiences being on
the team?” and “What challenges have you encountered
during the season?” He answered saying, “I think the
boys basketball team has grown in chemistry and skill.
We got mercy rolled our first game, and now we have a
winning record. I was honestly surprised at how well I
got in such a short period of time. I now think that we
can hold our own with every team in the league.”
Anna Kuster/G7 and Lily Bachmann/G7, JH girls
basketball team members, also had their part to say for
their season. They were asked two questions, which
were, “How do you think the season went?” and “What
were some struggles that you had, if any?” Anna said,
“Although we were not the most experienced team, we
all learned a lot and had so much fun. A struggle we had
was that for many of us, it was our first season of
basketball, so we were a very inexperienced team, and
we had to learn the entire sport from scratch.” Lily said,
“We played as a team and got along well when playing,
but we needed to work on our plays more.” Claire
Biddle/G7, volleyball player, contributed her part by
saying, “The season went very well because 100% of the
team gave 100% of themselves to collaborate and work
together to create a hard working team. Most of these
girls have never played real basketball like myself, but
with the help of our coach and teammates, we
committed to our sport and played our absolute
greatest! Although there were struggles throughout the
year like positions and communication, there was
always something amazing that came out of it. As we
spent time collaborating we managed to gain skills like
communication and awareness towards others on the
team. Overall I would say sometimes the best things
can come from the worst.”
Lily Bachmann/G7, cross country runner, commented,
“We connected as a team. The two challenges we had
were people not showing up to meets, so we didn’t have
lots of runners, and also we didn’t have many runners in
general. Also, the practices would be somewhat
challenging.”

Joseph “Ellis” Hernandez/G7, JH football player
stated, “The season went great by my standards, we
made it as far as we could get and gave our best in every
circumstance. We did have some struggles. Many of our
starters were out for a good amount of time, so injuries
were a big roadblock this year.”
We interviewed several athletes from the JH soccer
team. Jacob Paige/G7 said, “I think that we did good
and everyone gave it their all and our team was very
connected so it made it easier to play as a team.
Learning how to play center defensive mid was a
struggle, because I’ve never played that before.” Kyle
McKeon/G7 said, “I thought the soccer season was fun.
I was able to play diﬀerent positions and find out which
ones I liked. I was also able to improve throughout the
year and all the games were fun and everyone tried their
hardest.”
The next athlete to be interviewed was Anna Kuster/
G7, player on the JH White volleyball team. She said,
“Overall being on the White team was a great
experience. I had amazingly talented teammates, who
are all so loving
and encouraging,
I am so extremely
grateful for them.
Another thing
that made this
experience so
much better, is
my outstanding
JH White team wins the Regional
coach, Coach
Championship!
Ciaburri. She was
supportive, calm
and uplifting, which
made everything a thousand times better. The White
volleyball team won every district game we played, even
state! We did lose a game to Grace Prep though, but
that wasn’t district.” For the Navy volleyball team,
Sophia Richmond/G7, was interviewed. She said, “I
really like playing volleyball. It’s really fun, and the
games are always diﬀerent. So one game it might be it
easy, but the other wouldn’t. I like it because you never
know what you’re going to expect from the team. I was
on the Navy team and we won almost all our games, by
a lot of points.”
In conclusion, each of these JH sports players did
amazing jobs contributing to their teams. They worked
through all the challenges put their way, and came
through in the end, stronger than ever.
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SENIOR RETREAT 2018 CONTINUED
By Daniel Martinez-Murillo/G12, Staﬀ Writer

faith, a sudden tug, those ten seconds of bliss as the wind
zips by and any possible fears blow away into the icy
breeze, replaced by pure excitement!
Then the woods called out to us. Small groups of us, here
and there, had the thought to explore the little backyard
wilderness we travelled so far to become a part of. The
small group that I found myself a part of found creeks and
waterfalls - picturesque pockets of nature that would draw
in any viewer. Naturally, we took pictures. Lots of them.
We became models of the forest, forces of exploration and
inspiration. After weeks of stress and hours upon hours of
work, we found ourselves at peace, finally, and we deserved
it.
We returned to the cabins, greeted with a fire gently
roaring in the chimney and jumbo marshmallows that
would soon become the primary ingredients in our smores.
I set up my Nintendo Switch on a projector so those who
wanted to could enjoy some ever so competitive Mario
Kart, and others decided to continue their games from the
previous night. A short hayride outside revealed the stars,
rare to us who live indoors. Some time later, after watching
the glimmering stars in awe, we moved our mattresses into
the lounge to enjoy a viewing of Mean Girls. We had our
fun and we relished our laughs. All was tranquil for the
Senior class.
The final morning in Riverbend was somewhat
melancholic. This pause in time would soon end and we
would return to the grind of our everyday lives. However,
we stood tall and enjoyed what was left of our retreat.
Archery tag was our first thought that morning, walking
back from breakfast. After much deliberation, that is
exactly what we were given. We once more put on our
helmets and went to war, except instead of paint and
compressed air, it was with bows and foam-tipped arrows.
Our game ended, and so had our time at Riverbend. We
returned to our cabins for our bags, and reluctantly
entered the buses again.
Our return was interrupted once more by lunch
reservations at a barbecue restaurant. As we ate, we
remembered our time at Riverbend, reliving every
memorable moment and retelling every inside joke we
could. However, the bus called out to us. We knew it was
time to return home. It all seemed so short, as if all of it
happened in a single day; yet, many of us felt closer than

ever. It’s interesting how such a short trip can be a catalyst
for unlikely and obvious friendships alike.
The bus ride home seemed much shorter than the ride
to Riverbend. The ceaseless bush began to give way to the
urban highway. As our momentary home whizzed past the
bus windows, we looked onward once more, this time
towards our futures.

Seniors had a
wonderful
time at the
Senior
Retreat!
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TOP 10 FACTS ABOUT WESTLAKE ACADEMY
By Paris Morse/G10, Staﬀ Writer

Learning something new every day is crucial for the mind to grow.
You can learn something that is meaningful to you to make that item
personal. For example, you could quickly learn something about
Westlake Academy and the history behind it. Here are some facts that
you probably don’t know:
1.

Did you know that Barbara Brizuela created the House System
in the first school year at Westlake Academy?

2.

Did you know that Westlake Academy opened in 2003 and had
only 16 staﬀ members and about 300 students?

3.

Did you know that Westlake Academy, in their first year, had
grade levels from 1st to 6th grade as the entire school?

4.

Did you know that The Black Cow has a published book titled
The Best of the Black Cow?

5.

Did you know that the yearbook started in the school year of
2003-2004? You can find the yearbooks from the past in The
Bradley Library to check out.

6.

Did you know that Westlake Academy is not a private school?
Westlake Academy is a public charter school.

7.

Did you know that Bandana Bonanza was the first fundraising
event that Westlake Academy ever had? Bandana Bonanza still
occurs in the fall semester.

8.

Did you know that our latest construction project on the
Westlake Academy campus was last year with the Math and
Science Sundial by the Gym?

9.

Did you know that Westlake Academy is celebrating its 15th
year of excellence in education this year?

10.

Did you know that there is a book coming out soon that
shares all of Westlake Academy’s history and traditions with
you, as well as additional information and messages from staﬀ
and people that contributed to the school? The book is a
Personal Project. Keep on the lookout for this book!

Students enjoy
WA traditions
both old and
new!
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THE HASSLE OF STUDENT PARKING
By Sophia Arencibia/G7, Staﬀ Writer

Would you like to get up at 6:00 and leave at 6:55 just
to get to school? No, you wouldn’t, and neither would I.
Except the sad truth is that I actually do that.
My sister is in tenth grade and finally able to drive, but
to be able to get a good parking spot, we have to leave an
hour before school starts. That’s not a very exciting thing
to look forward to, especially when you only live fifteen
minutes away.
Driving and having your own spot at your school seems
easy, but the reality for students at Westlake Academy is
very diﬃcult. Because of the limited space in the MYP/
DP parking lot, if a student is late to school, they might
have to park in the closest faculty spot. Seniors have
their painted parking spot that no one can take, but the
rest of the driving population of students are left in a
parking war.
There was one time that my sister and I arrived at
school five minutes later than usual, and someone was
already trying to take her spot. Thankfully, because of an
alliance between her and three other tenth graders, her
spot was defended for.
Along with the cut-throat parking ordeal, there is the
problem of timing. If a student driver leaves even as little
as ten minutes late, they can get caught at multiple
traﬃc lights. For my sister and I, it’s a little bit harsher.
We have the misfortune of living on the other side of the
tracks. There is a train on the track almost every ten
minutes. So if we leave ten minutes late, we can get
caught behind a very long train.
Another struggle with timing at Westlake Academy, is
the problem of leaving after school. The parking lot line
starts as soon as advisory ends, so if you are a driver, you
need to run to your car to leave as quickly as possible.
Thankfully, my sister and I are lucky, and our parking
spot is very close to the start of the line. This means we
are usually in the first five, while dozens of other
students line up very far back in the parking lot. At this
point, due to the amount of PYP students, the carline
doesn’t end until around 3:45. This means that multiple
MYP and DP students can’t leave until carline is over.
Students get home much later than preferred, and may
get caught in early rush-hour traﬃc.
Even though all these problems may seem enough as it
is, there is still one, very important, un-addressed
problem. You may or may not know this, but to be able
to park in the student parking lot, you need to get a
parking pass sticker for your car. Since there are not

enough open parking spots, not every student driver is
able to get one. In spite of not having a parking pass,
drivers still go ahead and park in a spot. This lead to
students with a pass not having their spot anymore. The
administration at Westlake Academy wanted to do
something about it, so they place stickers on the driver's
front windshield, which were blocking their view. Even
though this was an understandable action, the stickers
were near impossible to get oﬀ, which was very
dangerous, being in the driver’s view. Luckily, there was a
thoughtful DP student who came to the rescue with a
car buﬀer, and was able to get most of the stickers oﬀ.
In conclusion, the student parking lot can be a fun and
exciting place, but you have to be careful to follow the
rules.

COW

Southlake
339 N Carroll Ave
Southlake, TX 76092
(817) 416-6228

Mon-Fri: 9:00am - 8:00pm
Sat: 10:00am - 6:00pm
Sun: Closed

ORDER ONLINE! WE DELIVER!
NothingBundtCakes.com
03/01/19
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INTO THE WOODS
By Madeline Sullivan/G7, Staﬀ Writer

Lights! Camera! Westlake Academy’s second
annual musical!
Musicals have become such an important part of
the extra-curricular activities of Westlake
Academy. It started last year with Seussical, and has
continued through this year with Into the Woods.
Into The Woods had three shows back in
November and countless practices before then.
Into The Woods was
about a baker and his
wife (Jax Hernandez/
G7, Meredith Donatto/
G12)who wished for a
child, a girl (Leelee
Odom/G12) who
wished to visit a
festival, a boy (Reed
Hernandez/G10), and
his mother (Fallon
Mueller/G10) who
wished for milk from their cow, a hungry little girl
(Reagan Stonecipher/G6) who wished to bring
sweets to her grandmother (Hannah Coan/G9),
and a witch (Caylynn White-Frierson/G12) who
wished to be beautiful again. They go on all sorts
of dangerous encounters and missions to get their
wishes in the end.
This was all wonderfully directed by Mr. Phillip
Mueller, teaching us the music and blocking,
manning the sound booth, turning on and oﬀ mics,
and directing music as best as he could from

behind a desk in the back
of a dark room. Thanks
to his amazing directing,
the show was a success
for both the audience and
the cast.
This production was
fun for the cast members
performing. It included pizza, backstage
handshakes, some hilarious method acting, playing
around with baby dolls backstage, goofy dancing
along to an energetic song, and gradually getting to
know about the other members in the cast.
This year’s cast was very diverse with at least one
person from every grade in the MYP Programme.
The cast was also extremely talented, overflowing
with singing and acting skills.
Sadly, this musical will be the last one starring
our astoundingly talented 12th graders that have
been with us before. Every one of them in the cast
was brilliant on stage and caring oﬀstage to the
younger members, giving us tips and reminding us
to “Project!” or “Pipe down back here!” The 12th
graders who took part in this year’s musical will be
dearly missed and celebrated for their unbelievable
talent.
It would be amazing if some new actors and
actresses joined the crew for our next play or next
musical. The arts events in Westlake Academy are
fun and have a great impact on the rest of the
school.

LANVAN UNBOUND
By Lanvan Babin/G4, Guest Writer

After our class read Amal Unbound by Aisha Saeed we
created our own cover. On the left hand, bottom right, I drew
a music note because I have a passion for singing. On the top
of that I drew a rainbow to represent peace in our world. On
the right palm of my other hand I drew a Vietnamese flag to
show where my ancestors were from and to celebrate my
culture. On the outline of my hands I also drew vines to
represent the jungles of Vietnam. On the sides of my right
hand I drew an earth because I love Mother Earth. On the
other side I drew an orchid to represent my name in English.
On the fingertips of both my hands I wrote my name because
I am the only Lanvan in the world!
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SPOTLIGHT ON STUDENT WORK & EXPERIENCES
Below 1: Eye by Zofia Santore/G4
Below 2: Art by Charlotte Jackson/G2
Below 3: Students enjoy math with Mrs.
Ormond!
Middle 1: Art by Mia Lokash/G2
Middle 2: Art by Maya Orth/G4
Middle 3: Art by Kayson Aranda/G2

Middle 4:
Students enjoy
math with Mrs.
Ormond!
Top right: Kaitlyn
Wang/G6
describes her
family members in
Mrs. Thebault’s
French class after
only a few weeks
of learning
French. Way to go!

Right:
“Be the change that you
wish to see in the world.”
- Mahatma Gandhi,
October 2nd, 1859 January 30th, 1948
By Arjun Pemmasani/G7,
Staﬀ Artist
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PURPOSE OF SPELLING WITH AUTOCORRECT
By Madeline Sullivan/G7, Staﬀ Writer

Spelling bees are a traditional event that mostly every
school participates in; a chance for students to show
oﬀ their months of hard work and their spelling skills.
But a question remains in the minds of some when
they think about the spelling bee: Do we really need to
know how to spell correctly when technology is
growing and we have AutoCorrect to spell for us?
AutoCorrect is a well-working part of typing and
spelling on lots of devices like phones, iPads,
computers and tablets. It helps redirect confused
writers on the correct spelling of a word. You usually
have three options of what you could type next, or
alternate spellings of a word you have typed out.
Sometimes, it even changes a misspelled word into the
most similar word to it, without your consent.
But, a frustration remains to any who type on
devices; AutoCorrect can change a word you’ve typed
into a completely diﬀerent one without you noticing.
This is a problem in texting.
Sometimes one is typing so fast, and needs to send a
message so quickly that they do not notice if a word
has changed. The single changed word can change the
whole meaning of a sentence or statement.
For example, say you are trying to write out the
sentence: “Over there, cats ate.” That means that you
saw cats eating in a specific place. Sometimes,
AutoCorrect will change the word “there” into “their”
or “they’re.” “Over their cats ate” means that someone’s
cats ate above something. “Over they’re cats ate” just
does not make any sense. AutoCorrect is very
frustrating and useless in that situation. When this
happens while writing a paper for a class, it could cause
confusion for the teacher and earn an undesirable
grade.
However, AutoCorrect is also oh so very helpful for
people who don’t have the spelling skills to be in a
spelling bee. Many words have alternate spellings and
sound much diﬀerent than they are spelled, and
AutoCorrect can sometimes help ease people back on
track.
On the other hand, good spelling is a vital skill that
many people need when AutoCorrect just doesn’t work
and hard words must be written out on paper.
Although technology is growing in English and
literature classes, many teachers require students to
write papers and essays with a pencil on paper without

the assistance of a dictionary or technology.
Sometimes, these teachers even take spelling as a
grade, and your spelling skill on said papers can really
up your grade… or bring it to an all-time low.
There are other benefits of good spelling, too. Good
spelling helps you to become a much better reader.
Reading will be a big part of your life; you will have to
read a lot in college, many jobs require reading
mentally and reading out loud to groups of people. If
you have children you will read to them and label
reading is important in cooking and buying things.
Also, good spelling helps you learn about meaningful
relationships between words and will build better
vocabulary and better reading comprehension.
Sometimes people don’t have a choice and can’t learn
to spell better because of dyslexia or other problems
where words are confused with others or might be
scrambled. In this case, AutoCorrect is needed and a
great helper in typing on devices. If the changes made
by AutoCorrect are noticed enough, students and
people should be able to spell better by seeing the
word they want to use be spelled correctly.
In conclusion, AutoCorrect is a great tool for any
digital writer and people having trouble with spelling,
but has a few faults that should be addressed. Also,
spelling is an essential skill that is needed for life, and
reading and good spelling should be learned if
AutoCorrect is not there.
TOWN OF WESTLAKE TREE LIGHTING
By Madeline Sullivan/G7, Staﬀ Photographer
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THE NAVAL SEA CADET CORPS
By Cason Gehling/G5, Guest Writer

My name is Cason Gehling.
I’m part of Lone Star Squadron, the Naval Sea
Cadet Corps, and, by extension, the Navy. I’ve
been involved for five months and what I like
about this is simple: It’s fun, I can go to really
awesome trainings around the country, and if I
decide to go into the Navy later in life, I can go in
as a higher rank.
What is the Naval Sea Cadet Corps?
The USNSCC is, in simplest terms, kind of like
the Navy for kids. It is available for boys and girls,
ages 10-17. There’s no boot camp, no yelling, and
an absolute zero percent chance of getting killed.
We simply do Drills, service around the
community, and go to advanced trainings!
What do you do in the Corps?
Multifaceted. There’s a Drill every second
weekend of a month, which basically means you’ll
spend the night on a Navy reserve base. You’ll do
awesome stuﬀ like go to the shooting range, wear
actual Navy uniforms, and training evolutions like
Aviation, Special Warfare, and STEM, along with
Color Guard. You’ll also have to do a Basic
Orientation for League Cadets (age 10-14) or a RT,
Recruit Training for Sea Cadets (age 14-17), which
is a 1-2 week camp on a military base during the
summer or winter break. Then, you’ll be able to go
to Advanced Training in special interest areas such
as: Sailing, Culinary, Special Warfare CombatCraft Crewman (SWCC), STEM,
Photojournalism, SCUBA diving, Field
Operations, SWAT, Master At Arms (MAA),
Aviation in Pensacola, Florida, and many, many
more.
Requirements:
-Membership fees, plus a Drill fee of $30 each
month.You will also need to purchase a few things
for your uniform such as combat boots and PT
gear.
-Drug and Alcohol free
-In good physical shape. If you need minimum
standards, check at homeport.seacadets.org.

A note on Ribbons and Appurtenances:
These are not cheap plastic Tee Ball ribbons.
These are real Naval awards, looking like this:
Source: http://homeport.seacadets.org/
HomeportDownloads/Library/
789/2014%20Ribbon%20Chart.pdf

I’m interested. What’s the
first step?
First you'll need to
contact Lone Star
Squadron at lonestarseacadets@gmail.com and get
signed up for the next Orientation. This is
basically a few hours on a Sunday afternoon,
explaining what the program is all about. Next
you’ll attend the next Drill as an INDOC, a polite
way of saying ‘recruit.’
There you will learn the basic skills of the Corps.
You’ll do three months as an INDOC and then
you’ll graduate to either League Cadets or Sea
Cadets, depending on your age. You’ll need to pass
the Physical Readiness Test (PRT), complete
coursework on your own time, and pass an easy,
INDOC test.
Be sure to tell them that Cadet Gehling sent
you! Hooyah!

Above: Cadet Gehling
Right: Scan this QR code to learn more
about the Naval Sea Cadet Corps!
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WORLD NEWS
By Arjun Pemmasani/G7, Staﬀ Writer

Technology
2019 has just started, with loads of new gadgets and
inventions in the market. However, the first of its kind has
been manufactured for the public, the first foldable tablet.
This tablet can be folded up to 200,000 times without
wear, and once folded, can have 2 separate displays each the
size of a phone. It was created by the Chinese company
known as Royole, and is called the Flexpai. The FlexPai
uses the latest tech, with a Qualcomm Snapdragon 8
processor and a 20 megapixel camera. The device’s
flexibility protects it if dropped, and it is extremely diﬃcult
to crack. It’s not for sale just yet, but you can pre-order it
for about $1000, so the same as an iPhone X.

Sports
There are a lot of sports to talk about this year, but the
closest upcoming event is the Super Bowl. The Super Bowl
is planned to take place on Sunday, February 3rd, and will
be the 52nd Super Bowl to date. The eight contenders
remaining for the Super Bowl are: New Orleans Saints, Los
Angeles Chargers, Kansas City Chiefs, Los Angeles Rams,
New England Patriots, Indianapolis Colts, Dallas Cowboys,
and the Philadelphia Eagles.
It seems that the Saints may have a large chance at
winning, but really, no one really knows who is going to
win.
Geographical
January and February may seem chilly, but there are a lot
of hot new changes around the world. On January 7,
California highways closed due to mudslides, snow, and
flooding. White outs and spin outs were part of the reason
roads closed. On January 11, a huge snowstorm that
originally hit Missouri is now expected to blanket 1,500
miles of the US. The snow will go from Denver to
Washington, and is expected to be anywhere from 4 to 17
inches. Another pattern noticed was that Indonesia has
recently been experiencing magnitude 5 earthquakes
repeatedly, and scientists have found out why.
As we all know, earthquakes in Texas are quite rare, and
we aren’t expecting any anytime soon. Unfortunately, we
can’t say the same for Indonesia, as it receives about 50
earthquakes per year, but why? There are many things to
take into consideration, but the main reason is that
Indonesia and Japan are both located along two colliding
tectonic plates which result in lots of tectonic subterranean
movement, in other words, many more earthquakes than
normal. Another thing is that Indonesia is located along the
“Ring of Fire,” the most active earthquake belt in the

world, which is a horseshoe shaped zone that follows the
rim of the Pacific Ocean. Indonesia is also located on the
most active spot of the area, thus making it the epicenter
for energy to be expelled.
The recent earthquakes have occurred along a specific
zone where the Australian tectonic plate is starting to move
over the Indonesian island plate and not slide underneath
it, which may lead to stronger and stronger earthquakes.
But these are mainly theories, so we don’t know if the
earthquakes will really get stronger, but it definitely is
evident that Indonesia does suﬀer many Earthquakes.

Government Shutdown
As of December 22nd, the 21st government shutdown
started, with this one being the longest in U.S. history, for
more than 25 days. The White House sent invitations to a
group of lawmakers for a meeting aimed at finding a way to
ending the government shutdown, now in its 25th day as
the longest in US history, but Democrats said they will not
be going.
White House press secretary Sarah Sanders confirmed no
Democrats were expected to attend, listing instead nine
Republican members of the House who will. Texas
lawmakers sent a joint letter to President Trump opposing
the use of disaster funds to build his border wall. The
democrats opposed the idea of using funds to build Trump’s
infamous wall, and that is why the government shut down
in the first place. Hopefully, it will end soon, as more than
200,000 workers are not being paid.
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VARSITY BASKETBALL GAME VS. NPIRE FROM AUSTRALIA
The Varsity basketball team played against Npire
from Australia. Their team of 10 players is from
Canberra in the Australian Capital Territory. It was a
great experience for our student body on December 3,
2018. We had 2 junior high games after so many of our
MYP families were able to take in the game prior as
well. Four of our WA families (The Myers, Manchacs,
Hunts, and Cavazos) hosted the Australian students at
their homes. The next morning, students met at WA
prior to departing to Austin for more sightseeing and
basketball games. The team had the opportunity to
visit Texas, North Carolina, and California during their
time in the United States.

SPOTLIGHT ON WESTLAKE SPORTS

Top left & top middle: 2018 State Cross Country, Men’s Team Champions, Combined Over-all
Champions, and Woman’s Team State Runner-Up. Top right & bottom right: Varsity volleyball TCAF
champions 5th year in a row, JV volleyball TCAF champions. Bottom left: Varsity soccer state
champs. Middle right: The three WA buses with a magnificent Westlake sunset in the background.
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STUDENT ARTIST SPOTLIGHT: THOMAS CONNOLLY
By Jacob Nguyen/G8, Staﬀ Writer

Thomas Connolly/G8 is one of the most exceptional students I
have ever had the honor of being friends with. As a self taught
artist, he eﬀortlessly separates himself from the other students in
our art class. As a student athlete, he does not forget about the
importance of an education and continuously strives to be the
best he can be.
Watching Thomas grow as a student throughout my time with
him showed me that if you try hard enough you can achieve your
dreams. He works hard academically while juggling many diﬀerent
sports and after school events.
Primarily in his art he likes to stick to a monochromatic tone
using specialized graphite pencils as his medium. Thomas’ passion
for art stemmed from witnessing the magnificent art of others and
his desire to learn how to do the same thing. As he grew as an
artist he taught himself by experimenting with the tools he had
and learning how to replicate the various styles he saw. Thomas’
current favorite style is dark and twisted using the medium of
graphite. This can be seen in his artwork Terror of the Dark.
Westlake Academy is home to many young promising individuals
like Thomas Connolly. As he grows older I am sure he will keep
striving to push and improve himself in his everyday life.

Left: The
Phoenix
(2017)
Bottom: Pop
Art Lips
(2017)

ASK HIM! SADIE HAWKINS PROPOSAL COMPETITION
By Maryam Naseer/G11, Staﬀ Writer

In light of a few really interesting meetings, The Black Cow is excited to
introduce to you a Sadie Proposal Competition. The intention of this
competition is not to increase popularity or school cred but is simply to
incentivize a sweet occasion that breaks tradition by empowering women to
pursue what they want and is an excellent opportunity to embolden our own
women.
We’d like to embolden our students by asking them to submit their Sadies
Proposals -- and it doesn't have to be awkward! Whether you asked someone to
the dance via text, sign board, in person, on a trip, with lots of vibrancy and
flair or a comfortably casual style, and regardless of whether you’re going as
friends or a couple, The Black Cow is looking for people who exude a raw
warmth and genuineness in their proposals. This means that material wealth,
popularity, and peer pressure will never be a deciding factor for the outcome of
this competition. So whether or not you’re one of those who thinks they have a
“chance,” now’s your chance!

Above: G6 & G8 Music, G10 Performing
Arts. Below: G2 students perform at
Grandparents’ Day

Email your submissions to theblackcow@westlakeacademy.org. The winner will
be announced after Sadies and will win a prize, plus be featured in the next
issue of The Black Cow!
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COVER TO COVER BOOK REVIEWS

MIDNIGHT FOR CHARLIE BONE
By Michael Quint/G4, Guest Writer

If you like magic and adventure this is what you have to
read! Join Charlie on a gripping adventure as he makes new
friends, helps others, uncovers secrets and most challenging,
battles evil.
The Red King is
a king who walked
the earth many
years ago. He and
his wife had 10
children, who were
all endowed,
meaning they had a
special talent. For
example, a storm
bringer or being
able to talk to
animals. After the
Red King’s wife
died, Bolorath the
eldest son and four
others turned bad
and started
terrorizing the
kingdom. The
Check out the Epic
other
five
got
sick
of
it
and left the
app to read and
kingdom
with
many
others.
The Red
listen to exciting
King, broken hearted, vanished into the
books on your iPad!
forest with three leopards. The powers of
the Red King are passed to his
descendants, one of which is Charlie
Bone.
Charlie’s adventures begin when he ordered a customized
birthday card for his friend, but they sent the wrong card. It
had a photograph of a couple with their cat sitting on a
couch. Charlie started hearing voices, they told him about
dark secrets from the past. His cruel Grandmother, Grandma
Yewbeam, demanded to know what Charlie had heard. While
Charlie was staring at the photograph confused by the voices
he was hearing, he told Grandma Yewbeam what had
happened. Then he figured out like his ancestors and some
others he is endowed, his endowment was he can hear and
visit things he sees in photographs. The question is, was the
card sent by accident or not?
On learning of his special talent, Grandma Yewbeam
demands he go to Bloor’s Academy, a school for gifted
children. Maybe Bloor’s will hold the key to those secrets

Charlie longed to uncover. The rest of his adventure
is a combination of meeting new friends and
battling the evil brewing at the dreaded Bloor’s
Academy.
For a gripping magical adventure, go find yourself
a copy today!

12 BEFORE 13
By Barrett Brady/G4, Guest Writer

A Friendship List novel, 12 Before 13 talks about all the
drama a 12 year old can really go through before she turns
13. Picture this. You went to camp and had the best four
weeks of your life without your best friend. Then,
friendship in danger, you have to complete a friendship
task list with that best friend. The task that she thought
would be the easiest, keeping their friendship strong,
turns out to be the hardest.
With all the friend and school drama, plus becoming 13,
it’s a lot to deal with. Can she make it to her Bat Mitzvah
party? Will she become a woman in the eyes of the
people?
Find out how it’s all done in 12 Before 13 by Lisa
Greenwald!

Stay tuned for
Barrett’s review
of 11 Before 12!

Read any good books lately?
We would love to feature your book review! Submit
your review & a photo of you with your book to
theblackcow@westlakeacademy.org for a chance to be a
featured reader of Westlake Academy!
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HOW TO OVERCOME THE FEAR OF PUBLIC SPEAKING
By Ashlynn Bouldin/G10, Guest Writer

There are many people in today’s society who have
glossophobia, which is the fear of public speaking.
However, the ability to speak publicly is useful for
multiple reasons. It is a skill that is used within schools,
diﬀerent career fields, and as a hobby. It is also very
valuable for those who desire to hold some sort of
position as a leader because “speaking in public helps
you gain important leadership skills,” (Sherman). Public
speaking is also useful for presentations and speeches,
especially for school and for certain careers. In order to
succeed in giving presentations, speeches, and oral
presentations in general, the speaker needs to be
“prepared, knowledgeable, and relaxed, [in order to]
expect to get the results [they] want,” (Seip). In order
to overcome the fear of public speaking, the speaker
needs to gain confidence in their public speaking skills
by improving said skills.
Stay relaxed
When a speaker “can relax and be an authentic
human being, [they] tap into powerful communication”
(Seip) which makes them appear more confident
towards their audience, and their audience will
automatically feel more engaged in their presentation.
This will help the speaker remain confident throughout
their speech and/or presentation. The speaker must
also learn to “sweat not the details” (Williamson) in
order for the speaker to stay relaxed as they speak.
However, it is easy to become overwhelmed with the
idea that a presentation or a speech needs to be
perfect, but there is no way for a speaker to ensure that
their presentation can be completely flawless. Because
of this, it is best for the speaker to remain relaxed
before, during, and after their presentations and
speeches in order to gain more confidence in their
public speaking skills.
Believe the material
What is “even more important than knowing the
material is believing in it,” (Sun). The speaker needs to
not only know and understand the material that they
are presenting, but they also need to believe in what
they are speaking about in order to present it with
confidence. If the speaker does not believe and
understand their material, then the audience will know.
When a person is presenting and/or speaking without
understanding and believing in their material, their
“body language, [their] voice, and most important,

[their] eyes will betray [them],” (Sun). A speaker’s body
language, tone of voice, and the look in their eyes tells
audience how the speaker really feels about their
presentation. When the speaker believes in the
material that they are presenting, they will
automatically gain more confidence in their ability to
explain said material. This will not only keep the
speaker’s audience engaged in their presentation, but it
will also improve the speaker’s public speaking skills.
Prepare
In order for the speaker to avoid becoming too
nervous, they must prepare for their presentation and/
or speech because “preparation is the key to gaining
confidence in public speaking,” (Sherman). There are
multiple ways in which a speaker can prepare, such as
practicing by themselves, practicing in front of one or
two people, learning about their audience before the
presentation, bringing the needed supplies, wearing
clothes that are professional and make them feel
confident, and getting a good night’s rest beforehand.
The speaker should also “decide on a few key
points” (Seip) to discuss because they will help the
speaker present their information in an organized
manner. This is one of the most eﬃcient ways in
which a speaker can prepare for a presentation. If the
speaker forgets something along the way, then they can
refer back to their key points. If the speaker has a lot of
information to present, but they do not want to bore or
overwhelm their audience, then they can break their
information down into key points. Speakers who are
well-prepared for their presentations and speeches are
going to be more confident as they speak, due to the
fact that people are often more confident in their
public speaking skills when they are prepared for what
they are going to be speaking about.
“When the world is silent, even one voice becomes
powerful,” (Malala Yousafzai). People can change the
world with their voices, but there are many voices that
are never heard because of the fear of speaking publicly.
It is very possible that there are future leaders,
activists, and motivational speakers who fear public
speaking, but their voices will never be heard if they
never gain the confidence to speak publicly. Therefore,
it is very important that people improve their public
speaking skills in order to overcome glossophobia.
(continued on page 17)
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COLLEGE COUNSELING
By Kristina Hoﬀman/G11, Editor-In-Chief

As I begin my college planning part of my high school
career, certain fears I’ve harboured over the process
have come to the forefront. To address them, and to aid
younger students get over their own fears of college
planning, I sat down with Mr. Carl Tippen, Westlake’s
college counselor, to clarify aspects of the college
process.
College counseling and beginning the college process
may seem like a daunting task for most Westlake
students and parents, but thanks to Westlake’s college
counselor, Mr. Tippen, the process becomes all the
more simple. This is Mr. Tippen’s fourth year college
counseling at Westlake Academy, having previously
worked in the oﬃce of admissions at University of
Texas at Austin and Arlington.
For most students in the early years of high school,
the unknown of college planning looms. But, Junior year
of high school is when everything starts to meet the
college acceptance time frame. Mr. Tippen is there
every step of the way, ensuring that students are able to
see the timeline for when to take tests such as the SAT/
ACT, write admission essays, and meet deadlines for
applications. The process may still feel stressful for
students, which is completely understandable. But as
Mr. Tippen puts it when addressing a student’s fears and
stress, “Manage what you can control. Grades, what you
do in the classroom, what classes they [students]
select.” In short, your grades, testing scores, preparation
for those grades and tests, and classroom engagement.
And parents, you’re probably feeling just as much
stress. Perhaps even more. Parents at times may feel
like doing the entire process themselves for their
children, but as Mr. Tippen said, “being involved doesn’t
mean doing.” It’s hard for parents to let go, but in the
end, parents are there to support their children in their
decisions and help them achieve what makes them
happy. That might mean they don't attend a name
school, but since there are so many schools in the
United States alone, name doesn’t just mean it would be
a good fit.
While it’s well-known that high GPA means easier
acceptance rates, extracurriculars are important when
applying to colleges. College admissions oﬃcers notice
when one does activities just to do them; instead,
students should focus on doing things they love to do.
Quality over quantity. Dedicating time and leadership is

better than just being a member of a club or activity for
the sake of being a member.
College planning, while a scary part of any student's
life, is much more manageable when one is aware of the
process and has a dedicated counselor. Learning the ins
and outs of this diﬃcult time and managing your grades
are all ways students can feel less stressed. In the words
of Mr. Tippen, “Do not hesitate to reach out to me to
demystify the process, attend the on-campus meetings,
check out the college counseling process. I’m not just
dedicated to DP students, but K-12 students for college
counseling.”
Mr. Tippen's college counseling website can be found
on Westlake’s website at https://
www.westlakeacademy.org/ under the “Staﬀ ” section.
GEOGRAPHY BEE

Thank you to Mrs. Morgan for organizing the 2019 WA
Geography Bee! Coming in first was Garnet Dilong Ye/
G7 who will be taking the online qualifier for the state
competition. In second place was Caden Castle/G5. Way
to go!
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HOW TO OVERCOME THE FEAR OF PUBLIC SPEAKING
By Ashlynn Bouldin/G10, Guest Writer
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COSTA RICAN EXCHANGE STUDENTS VISIT WA DECEMBER 2018
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A PEEK INSIDE THE DP STUDIO
The Sword in the Pebble
By Daniel Martinez-Murillo/G12, Staﬀ Writer
& Artist
Digital Painting, 30 x 20 cm

Mind-full of Melody
By Madi Breazeale/G12, Guest Artist
Digital media, 3024px x 4032px
Through this digital painting I was motivated to depict the
complexities of the human mind and how they can be released
through music. The main focus is the girl in yellow holding her
guitar closely, while intricate doodles explode from the crown
of her head, which conveys
her connection with music
and the emotional release
it provides for her
thoughts. Notice how the
lightness of the doodles
surrounding her head
contrast the darkness of
the fuzzy background. This
contrast emphasizes the
positivity, joy, and clarity
that overcomes darkness
which many people find
through their connection
with music. Overall, my
digital artwork is meant to
inspire the audience to feel
the joy depicted on the
girl’s face and recognize
the intricacies between the
human soul and music.

This piece is meant to signify adventure and
discovery through the illustration of a young
man made of clay, the size of a stone, finding a
sword in the depths of a forest of grass. It was
created as to accompany a short story, and
thus imitates the artwork of some children's
books illustrators. The sword basks in the rays
of the sun, glittering as it is pulled from the
stony earth and into the yellow-tinted sky.
The clay man stands proudly, as this newfound
tool should help him on his adventure to
explore the great unknown-- a darkness he is
yet to meet.

HONORED TO HAVE BEEN VOTED

Best in Industry / Tops in Tarrant
Pest Control
1 98 6

33
Y ears!
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